
Order Settings
• Prints Orders when they arrive at the touch.

• When entering a -1 into the print delayed orders – mins prior to the deliverable time.

• This changes the way orders are printed at the touch.

• When enabling this mode, orders that are received at the touch 4 hours in advance will print as soon as they appear 
in the orders pending screen. So this is as soon as they arrive at the touch.

• So the order printer and the kitchen printer would print the docket at that time no matter if it is a delayed order or a 
order for the current date/time.

• Then you would put the pickup/delivery time on the kitchen print & the order docket.

• This is the docket field called {orderpickupdate} {Orderpickuptime}

• These fields will be populated with the time chosen when the customer is placing the order.

• Finalise remote/web order with no balance and not delayed

• Finalise remote/web orders not delayed without prompt

• These options also change when using the -1 feature.

• These options will now finalise current time orders & delayed orders if the balance remaining is 0.00

• So these orders will never appear in the orders pending screen they will be finalised through to the kitchen & order 
printer if setup. The order will then process into the Backoffice without ever having to open and finalise the order 
manually.

• If the order is not paid in full then the order will appear in the orders pending screen. From there the order will 
need to be opened and finalised manually before going to the Backoffice. This is using the same printing method as 
above still. The order even though there is a balance owing will still go straight through to the order & kitchen 
printer when the order arrives at the touch.



SwiftPOS V10 (and higher)

Settings moved to the 
Terminal menu so that 

sites cannot keep 
Authorising multiple POS 

in the same location.



SwiftPOS V10 (and higher)

Tyro option in the 
TableTracking Menu




